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their stories need to be told separately, they can usefully be
combined in one chapter.
Links in	There is a general thread of similarity.   Christianity had
their history been introduced into Scandinavia mainly by English mission-
aries, into the Slav countries by Greeks, but in both cases its
real establishment, as in Hungary also, was due to German
monies and clergy. In each country one family had the right
to rule, but there was no law of succession, and constant civil
wars were the result. This gave the opportunity of political
interference to the German rulers, and for shorter or longer
periods every one of these principalities (except Norway and
Sweden) acknowledged German overlordship. The civil wars
in Germany, which began in the reign of Henry IV and
lasted with hardly a break until the accession of Frederick
Barbarossa, weakened the imperial power and made it
impossible in many cases for it to maintain its yoke, except
in Bohemia and also in Denmark, where a long period of civil
conflict gave the opportunity for it to be reimposed. But
while the political influence of Germany declined, its cultural
influence increased. The rulers of these outlying States used
German clergy and German colonists to civilise and to develop
their territories. As far as Bohemia, Poland, and Hungary
were concerned, the immigration came at first from South
Germany, but North Germans soon participated; and the
largest immigrations of all were from the Netherlands and the
lower Rhine into Silesia, and from Saxony into Transylvania
in south-eastern Hungary.
The three	Of the three Scandinavian kingdoms, the largest in area
Scandina- ^ag jforway, while Denmark was the smallest. On the other
kingdoms hand, Norway was a country of mountains, moorlands, and
forests, and was therefore sparsely populated; the same was
true for the most part of Sweden; but Denmark with its
fertile plains had considerably the largest population of the
three. And so, despite its small area, it was much the most
important. Its geographical position added to its importance.
Sweden had at this time no access to the North Sea; it& outlet
was by the Baltic eastwards, though at present it was too
backward to make much use of this. Norway was debarred
from the Baltic, but had access to the North Sea. Denmark
faced both ways, and by its coutrol of the Sound was in a

